
Unified Endpoint Management

Increasingly mobile employees, the advent of hybrid 
devices, and a new generation of digital natives preferring 
device diversity: This is why a unified approach to enter-
prise endpoint management is rapidly becoming an IT 
and business necessity. Without it, IT departments are 
left to manage multiple systems that penalize people’s 
desire for using multiple devices to complete their work, 
and which make everyone less productive.
 
Fortunately, there is a solution: Unified Endpoint Manage-
ment, licensed on a per user basis, as envisioned by 
Gartner. With its new suite of Unified Endpoint Manage-
ment solutions, Matrix42 is now a vendor on the market 
that can deliver on that vision.

Unified Endpoint Management



Flexible deployment
• Offers flexible deployment options - 
 on-premises or in the cloud

Key Benefits

Core Features

For organisations
• Lower cost device management by eliminating 
 the need to run two separate endpoint manage-
 ment systems
• A permanently lower per employee cost base 

through user-based licensing, no matter how 
many different endpoints are used

• Happier, more productive employees with the 
freedom to use more devices at no extra cost

For IT departments
• Accelerated, simplified device management 

through a single administration console, for 
all PCs, laptops, hybrid and mobile endpoints

• Secure access to corporate IT resources from 
trusted and untrusted devices

• Scalable, unified user-based endpoint manage-
 ment that is future-proofed against endpoint 

proliferation and increasing device diversity

Single, unified management console
• Provides one universal management console 

to provision CLM and EMM capable endpoints

Automated/hybrid CLM & EMM
• Auto-enables CLM & EMM management after 

the endpoint registration process is complete, 
and manages hybrid CLM & EMM devices 
individually

 Automated interface selection
• Automated interface selection Auto-selects 

the appropriate endpoint management inter-
 face, which is transparent for the administrator
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Identity separation
• Separates personal/corporate identity 
 (location/applications/data & forms) to 
 ensure user privacy

For users
• Increased freedom of device selection and 

usage
• Greater productivity with access to one uni-

fied workspace from any endpoint
• Transparent, efficient IT services from order, 

to replacement or retirement

One user = one license
• License requirement calculations are as easy 

as counting users within Active Directory or 
Service Store
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Unified Endpoint Management

Still managing devices? Start empowering people.

http://www.matrix42.com


Matrix42 UEM Essential
Includes Matrix42 Client Management our 
proven client lifecycle management solution, 
and Silverback by Matrix42, the comprehensive, 
enterprise-ready mobile device and workspace 
management solution

Matrix42 UEM
The Essential bundle, plus complete license, 
asset and contract management, Service Desk 
and Service Catalog (Enterprise App Store)

Matrix42 Total User Workspace Management
The UEM bundle, plus Matrix42 Virtual 
Workspace Management, License Intelligence 
Service, Workflow Studio and Data Modeler

How Matrix42 Unified Endpoint 
Management Licensing works 

How to upgrade to Matrix42 Unified 
Endpoint Management
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Matrix42 Unified Endpoint Management (UEM) – 
Product Suite Overview

Important Note
All suites are licensed per user: One License 
for One User covering unlimited endpoints.

• Matrix42 UEM licenses are issued on a per user 
basis. That means one license for each user that 
covers access to an unlimited number of endpoints, 
including desktop PCs, laptops, hybrid- and mobile 
devices

• If device-based licensing is preferred, customers 
can choose to purchase Matrix42 Corporate and 
Matrix42 Corporate for Mobile

• It is not possible to mix device- and user-based 
licensing for Matrix42 products.

• All Matrix42 UEM product bundles are available via 
the Matrix42 Cloud

• Customers can upgrade from Matrix42 Virtual, Phy-
sical or Silverback to any of the UEM product suites

• Customers may also switch to user-based pricing 
during the upgrade
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AUSTRALIA OFFICE
Level 6, 55 Clarence St
Sydney NSW 2000 
Australia

Phone: +61 2 8484 0355
E-Mail: info_au@matrix42.com

www.matrix42.com.au
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Disclaimer

Matrix42 is a top provider of workspace management 
software. The company offers forward-thinking solu-
tions for modern work environments under its ‘Smarter 
workspace’ motto. More than 3,000 customers around 
the world, including BMW, Infineon, and Carl Zeiss, 
currently manage approximately 3 million workstations 
using workspace management solutions from Matrix42.

Matrix42 operates successfully in seven countries –  
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Netherlands, the 
United Kingdom, Australia and the United States of 
America. The company’s headquarters are in Frankfurt 
am Main in Germany. Founded in 1992, the company 
has been part of the Asseco Group, one of Europe‘s 
largest software providers, since 2008. 

Matrix42’s products and solutions are designed  
to manage modern work environments simply and 
efficiently – across physical, virtual, and mobile  
workspaces.

Matrix42 focuses on user orientation, automation, and 
process optimisation. The company’s solutions meet 
the requirements of modern employees who want to 
work from any location using a wide range of devices, 
while also addressing the needs of IT departments and 
businesses.

Matrix42 offers its solutions to organisations across dif-
ferent sectors who value forward-looking and efficient 
workspace management. The company also successfully 
collaborates with partners who provide on-site consul-
tation to Matrix42 customers. Some of these leading 
partners include TAP.DE Solutions GmbH, Consulting4IT 
GmbH, and DSP IT Service GmbH. 

Further information is available at:

www.matrix42.de 
www.matrix42.ch 
www.matrix42.com


